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 With the rapid development of urbanization scale,a large number of idle 
apartments appear.In order to pursue the economic benefit,more and more owners rent 
out their idle apartments to operator for use,it expedited a new business 
pattern--Building Merchant.These building merchants business logistics, catering 
services, training institutions,off-site company branchs,trade,storehouse and so on.It 
often has many illegal phenomenon and potential safety hazard,affects the daily life of 
the residents,brings risk when regulators perform their duties.Such as Industry and 
Commerce Bureau,Taxation Bureau,Health Supervision Bureau,many regulators do 
not have the right to enter private residence for inspection under existing law,which 
leads to blind area for regulation. 
  At present, it is an important topic of How the governmental departments 
change their supervision idea,innovate social management method,guide the healthy 
development of building economy,standardize building merchants management,efforts 
to create business income so it gets a win-win situation that enterprises be 
developed,owners gain rent, workers get jobs, government tax be increased, market 
economic order be stable, environment be improved.After a long-time practicing and 
fumbling combine with domestic and foreign advanced management methods,for the 
purpose of achieving supervision target, the government relys on the advanced IT 
management methods,researching and developing “The 3D Gridding supervision 
system of the Building Merchant”,constructing the three gridding supervision 
mechanism of government departments, district offices, community committees, 
getting the regional area building merchants’ gridding, financial, standardization 
and humanization management, promoting the healthy economic development of 
buildings. 
The supervision system of the Building Merchant based on 3D Virtual City GIS 
Engine, used on industrial and commercial information basal technology platform, 
faces to the administration for the industry and commerce, combine the administration 
management of residential buildings changed to be commercial rent, geared to the 
industrial and commercial business of management needs for individual enterprises 
and public institution enterprises, filled up the regulatory blank of the Dynamic 
supervision for residential buildings commercialize, complete the Building Merchant 
to take licenses according to the law, tax Registration overall management becomes 
closely. It improves the efficiency and speed of response, besides promote the 















supervision system to be the center of the Building Merchant information collection, 
the Global Positioning System, supervision conductor, it provides the platform of 
technical support and information sharing for the Building Merchant’s gridding and 
systematization supervision. 
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